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the printer driver will not be compatible with all windows ce2000-60 software programs. if you see a
message that the program is not compatible with the graphtec fc2100 60a driver, press cancel and
contact graphtec for support. the manual for the printer, including technical information, installation
instructions, quick start guide, warranty and support information, is available online at the graphtec
website. you can also contact graphtec at 1-800-450-5743 or visit your local graphtec dealer. i am

still a novice user, so it is a bit frustrating to be running linux for all my cut&run, but i am really
looking forward to some cutting with linux. now i can't get the graphtec cutting controller to work at

all. i tried uninstalling it, and tried downloading the driver from the graphtec website, but it didn't
work. i have the same problem with the flexistarter/graphtec ce5000 and ce6000 cutting controllers.

same here, i have been running cc5000 and ce5000 for over 10 years and it has worked perfectly
with the old driver in the past, but now it has stop working. i cannot find the old driver anywhere on
the computer at all and i can't find a way to install a new one. i'm going to buy a new computer to

continue the project. are you sure you have the right driver? when i installed the driver i had to go to
the windows control panel, click on the devices and printers and select the 'add new hardware' and
then add the driver. you may have to do the same. hi, i too have a ce6000 cutting controller. a year
ago the software (flexistarter) was buggy, so i stopped using it. i'm not experienced enough to help

you, but i can tell you that the software works great now, and in the time i've had it, i've never had a
problem. unfortunately, the original driver is no longer available for the ce6000. it was replaced with

a newer version, but even that version is buggy, so i'm on my 3rd driver. if you have problems, i
suggest you check your driver software. you may have to create a new printer to install the new

driver.
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driverguide maintains an extensive archive of windows drivers available for free download. we
employ a team from around the world which adds hundreds of new drivers to our site every day. how
to install drivers once you download your new driver, then you need to install it. to install a driver in
windows, you will need to use a built-in utility called device manager. it allows you to see all of the

devices recognized by your system, and the drivers associated with them. i used to cut directly from
inkscape years ago with my good old silhouette sd. then i selected print andthe printer called
graphtec craft robo. i still have this printer selectable now on another computer with another

windows version and another inkscape version. the problem now is that when i select this printer and
select settings() (norwegian setup - do not know exatly what it says in english - the button to the

right just below where you select your printer) i will get to the cut-settings, but i have nodriver() for
the controller. the craft robo controller is not installed is the message i get when i press the

controller button and i have not succeeded in making it work. using a driver upgrade application can
allow drivers to update without difficulty. driver maintenance services make sure that your drivers
are up-to-date and that you have a backup of your current drivers before downloading new drivers.

driver backup files offer the security of a rollback feature and an ability to revert to a previous
version (if necessary). there are cutting plotters and tables made by all the major companies on the

market. these can be controlled by the colorgateprint and cut moduleand corresponding optional
drivers. if you purchase a cat1 driver the print and cut module is already included. a cat0 driver is
already included in a purchased print and cut module. hybrid devices will be licensed as printer

drivers. 5ec8ef588b
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